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If you are reading this you are obviously considering Amsterdam as the destination for 
your student exchange. There is honestly nothing I can say that will do justice to just 
how amazing Amsterdam is as a city and the experience waiting for you there. Obviously 
as Amsterdam is fairly central in Europe it has plenty of budget airlines available to 
provide you with access to all other possible European travel destinations (30 euro 
flights to Malta and Greece are hard to pass up), however you will soon discover that 
Amsterdam is one of the most amazing cities you will ever be fortunate enough to visit.  
 
You will find that most people who only get the chance to spend a weekend in 
Amsterdam will only experience and judge it for its red light district and coffee shops. 
It’s a given that these can be a part of your Amsterdam experience if you so wish, but if 
you take the opportunity to live in Amsterdam you will soon discover an entirely 
different side to the city that only those fortunate enough to live there will ever get to 
experience.  
 
Accommodation 
 
Accommodation in Amsterdam can be fairly pricey. I found myself paying 550 euro a 
month for essentially a private apartment 30 minutes bike ride from central 
Amsterdam. I found that most Otago exchange students on exchange with me had been 
unlucky enough to be placed either as far or further from central Amsterdam as me, but 
it is what you make it. When applying for accommodation you are given a number of 
different options. I went for the option of private accommodation with shared facilities 
(definitely not what I ended up with), and after asking around I found that the majority 
of people placed closer to the centre in the more ideal accommodation had gone for the 
shared room and facilities option. I would recommend selecting this option as the 
“shared rooms” turned out to be more of an apartment layout, with your own private 
bedroom + small kitchen and then a bathroom that you share with your roommate.  
 
Money Matters 
 
Amsterdam is an expensive city, which is definitely something I didn’t consider when 
choosing it as my exchange destination (would still 100% choose Amsterdam in 
hindsight). I found that if you are planning on limiting your travel you could live 
comfortably on $10,000 NZD for your entire exchange (after all expenses). If you would 
like to fit a decent amount of travel in (e.g. a trip every 2 weeks and a solid months 
worth of travel at the end of your exchange) this number will be closer to $18,000 
(assuming you are sensible with your spending). 
 
Academics 
 
As a finance and economics major, the papers I took on exchange were International 
Money (equivalent to FINC 305), Investment and Portfolio Theory 1 and Investment and 
Portfolio Theory 2 (equivalent to FINC 202 and FINC 206) and Strategy and 
Organisation (unspecified 200 level management credits). The Amsterdam semester is 
divided up into three blocks, with each paper only lasting the duration of the block it is 
taken in. The first two blocks are 6 weeks long, with a final block of 4 weeks used mainly 
for exam resits (you get a second attempt at any exam you fail). I found that the business 
papers have noticeably less class time, with one three hour lecture per paper per week 
alongside tutorials. The difficulty of the content is a step up from Otago, however the 



exams seem to have easier marking schedules. There are a number of economics 
courses that can be credited back as Otago equivalents however I was forced to drop 
them as I found them too advanced (I had only taken ECON 112 and BSNS 104 prior to 
my exchange). 
 
Transportation 
 
Get a bike. Amsterdam is probably the most bike friendly city in the world and owning a 
bike will most likely become your only form of transport around the city. Trams are the 
second best form of transport and buying an OV-chip card from Albert Heijn (the local 
supermarket) allows you to make use of these along with the metro, bus and train 
systems.  

General Tips 
 

 Get a bike. You can buy a good second-hand bike for 70-100 euro. Alternatively 
you can rent a bike from rentabike.nl for 25 euro a month that comes with 
insurance and free replacements if your bike breaks. 

 Get a Travelex Cash Passport before you go (most NZ banks have them). 
Effectively an eftpos card that also allows you to load different currencies and 
withdraw cash from ATMs in any country without fees.  

 If your accommodation is missing any basics, Hema is the Dutch version of 
Farmers or Kmart. 

 Go to the ISN events and orientation week. 
 Buy a Lebara mobile sim card (Albert Heijn sells them). You will find most 

people use Whatsapp so buying a 10 euro data pack each month without calling 
or texting is all you should need (plus free wifi is everywhere).  

 Buy an OV-Chip card for the public transport system. 



 City Mapper is a good alternative to Google maps and shows you all public 
transport times and routes. Maps.me (iPhone app store) lets you download maps 
for offline use when you don’t have access to data. 

 The local supermarkets only accept Dutch bankcards. I would not recommend 
setting up a Dutch bank account so you will need cash when you want to go food 
shopping. 

 Bars: Westergasfabriek, Troost, Pllek, Waterkant, Roest, Ton Ton Club.  
 Clubs: De School, Radion, Melkweg, Sugar Factory, anywhere in Leidseplein or 

Rembrandtplein. 
 Travel tips: 

o Skyscanner will be your new best friend. 
o GoEuro finds the cheapest train/bus/flight routes to anywhere in 

Europe.  
o Google “Easy Jet inspire me.” Shows you the cheapest flights for a set of 

dates without needing a pre-specified destination  
o Ryan Air operates out of Eindhoven Airport, a short bus trip from 

Amsterdam  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


